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Underground Hydrogen storage (UHS) is a promising technology for safe storage
of large quantities of hydrogen, in daily to seasonal cycles depending on the
consumption requirements. The development of UHS requires anticipating
hydrogen behavior to prevent any unexpected economic or environmental
impact. An open question is the hydrogen reactivity in underground porous
media storages. Indeed, there is no consensus on the effects or lack of
geochemical reactions in UHS operations because of the strong coupling with
the activity of microbes using hydrogen as electron donor during anaerobic
reduction reactions. In this work, we apply different geochemical models to
abiotic conditions or including the catalytic effect of bacterial activity in
methanogenesis, acetogenesis and sulfate-reduction reactions. The models are
applied to Lobodice town gas storage (Czech Republic), where a conversion of
hydrogen to methane was measured during seasonal gas storage. Under abiotic
conditions, no reaction is simulated. When the classical thermodynamic approach
for aqueous redox reactions is applied, the simulated reactivity of hydrogen is too
high. The proper way to simulate hydrogen reactivity must include a description of
the kinetics of the aqueous redox reactions. Two models are applied to simulate
the reactions of hydrogen observed at Lobodice gas storage. One modeling the
microbial activity by applying energy threshold limitations and another where
microbial activity follows a Monod-type rate law. After successfully calibrating the
bio-geochemical models for hydrogen reactivity on existing gas storage data and
constraining the conditions where microbial activity will inhibit or enhance
hydrogen reactivity, we now have a higher confidence in assessing the
hydrogen reactivity in future UHS in aquifers or depleted reservoirs.
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1 Introduction

The limitation of natural resources and the climatic and
environmental crisis led our societies to undertake an energy
transition to meet the future energy needs. Hydrogen (H2) is an
energy carrier that is identified as a possible substitute for fossil
fuels1. The option of using hydrogen as an energy source on a large
scale will depend on the availability of durable and reliable hydrogen
storage when considering intermittent hydrogen generation from
renewable energy. Underground Hydrogen Storage (UHS) is an
attractive solution because large quantities of hydrogen can be
stored, in a safe and economic way (Foh et al., 1979; Tarkowski,
2019; Londe, 2021; Aftab et al., 2022). Hydrogen as an energy carrier
can be used to produce electricity, for transport when used as a fuel
directly or for producing liquid fuels, for different industrial
processes (refinery, metallurgy, production of electronics or glass
or food-processing industry) and blended in the natural/town gas
distribution network. Today, different UHS sites exist based on a
seasonal storage of hydrogen for use in chemical or petrochemical
industrial processes and for which rentability is proven.

UHS can be implemented in salt caverns, in porous media
formations such as depleted oil and gas reservoirs or saline
aquifers and in lined rock caverns (Londe, 2021). Hydrogen is
a small molecule that requires high pressure storage to store large
quantities of equivalent energy. As hydrogen is a reactive
molecule, several questions specific to hydrogen have been
raised for the development of UHS. These questions deal with
the mechanical integrity of the storage, the salt or caprock
tightness, the compatibility of materials (steel, elastomers,
cement) with hydrogen and the biological and chemical
reactions with in-situ fluids and minerals. Biological and
chemical reactions in UHS and their consequences can
potentially affect the performance or safety of the storage.
Therefore, it is important to anticipate and assess the possible
reactions of hydrogen before storing it in a reservoir. Recently,
various review articles (Reitenbach et al., 2015; Beckingham and
Winningham, 2020; Dopffel et al., 2021; Heinemann et al., 2021)
identify the potential effects of hydrogen reactions within
underground gas storages. These reviews point out the need
for a better understanding and quantification of hydrogen
reactivity in UHS.

The hydrogen injected in a reservoir will change the chemical
equilibrium between the formation water, the dissolved gases and
rock minerals. The resulting geochemical reactions may lead to:

i) loss of hydrogen.
ii) pollution of the hydrogen stored by produced gases - in

particular hydrogen sulfide (H2S).
iii) precipitation/dissolution of minerals resulting in changes of

injectivity in the reservoir.
iv) changes in the integrity of wells and installations (corrosion)

due to the production of hydrogen sulfide.
v) dissolution of minerals altering the mechanical properties of the

reservoir or the caprock.

vi) dissolution of minerals resulting in the formation of gas leakage
pathways through the caprock.

Although geochemical processes may have a significant impact
on technical and economic aspects of hydrogen storage, the extend
and rates of reactions are subject to high uncertainties. There is
currently no consensus on the effect or absence of effects of
geochemical reactions in storage operations. This uncertainty lies
in the complex kinetics of redox reactions involving hydrogen and
its strong coupling with the bacterial dynamics. The uncertainty
results from the low number of experimental studies in the
laboratory and the scarce and often poorly documented feedback
from the hydrogen storage operations. As a result, modelling
approaches still need to be improved to account for the kinetics
of hydrogen reactivity at the reservoir scale.

The goal of the work presented here is to progress in establishing
a model to evaluate the gas/water/rock interactions during
underground hydrogen storage. Although the processes involved
in hydrogen reactions are complex, the modelling approach focusses
on finding a simple way to describe the hydrogen reactions. After
identifying the main reactions expected during hydrogen storage,
different modeling approaches are tested to consider the reductive
effect of hydrogen. The models are then applied to Lobodice gas
storage, where hydrogen loss was monitored during seasonal storage
(Smigan et al., 1990). These calculations allow for a discussion on the
adequate ways to model hydrogen-induced redox reactions and on
the associated uncertainties, in the light of the environmental
conditions favorable to microbial activity.

2 Review on expected reactivity of
hydrogen

2.1 Feedback on hydrogen reactivity
observed in UGS

Feedback from underground gas storage (UGS) operations of
gas containing hydrogen is a priori a valuable source of information
on the reactivity of hydrogen. Worldwide and in recent decades,
about a dozen gas storage sites stored gas mixtures containing
hydrogen in different proportions (Foh et al., 1979;
MARCOGAZ, 2017; Tarkowski, 2019; Dopffel et al., 2021; Sambo
et al., 2022), especially in town gas or manufactured gas storage.
Monitoring the composition of the gas over time allows estimates of
the losses of hydrogen, either related to flow, diffusion, capillary
trapping or reactions. The concentration of hydrogen sulfide in the
stored gas is a direct indicator of hydrogen reactivity. However, the
publicly available information is often limited. Compilations of gas
storage sites containing hydrogen have emerged in recent years, but
use or refer to indirect studies. Thus, the technical note of
MARCOGAZ, a European technical association of gas
manufacturers, seems to be the most reliable source. However,
the information remains fragmentary (MARCOGAZ, 2017).

The reviews show that there is very low hydrogen reactivity in
storage in salt cavities (Dopffel et al., 2021; Réveillère et al., 2022).
Several sites are referenced such as Teeside (United Kingdom),
Clemens dome (United States), Moss Bluff (United States),
Spindletop (United States), Yakshunovskoe (Russia), Kiel1 https://www.iea.org/reports/the-future-of-hydrogen.
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(Germany) in which gases containing up to 95% hydrogen have been
stored since the 1970s, for some of these. No loss of hydrogen due to
its reactivity was observed in these cavities and only a small
associated production of hydrogen sulfide is reported for some
cavities. The possible reasons which can explain this lack of
reactivity are the low surface area of rock in a salt cavern
exposed to stored gas which limits the formation of possible
biofilms and the high salinity which strongly limits bacterial
diversity and growth. However, the occurrence and growth of
sulfate-reducing bacteria in the remaining brine, once the cavity
is filled with gas, and the associated souring issues cannot be totally
discarded (Bordenave et al., 2013; Hemme and Van Berk, 2017;
Schwab et al., 2022).

Conversely, in storage sites in sandstone reservoirs, such as
depleted oil and gas reservoirs or saline aquifers, a reactivity of
hydrogen might be observed, resulting, sometimes, in very high
consumption of stored hydrogen. However, these observations from
town gas storage sites are not directly applicable to pure hydrogen
storage, due to the large presence of co-injected carbon sources. The
most emblematic case is that of the town gas storage of Lobodice
(Czech Republic), documented in two scientific articles (Smigan
et al., 1990; Buzek et al., 1994). In Lobodice, town gas containing
54% H2 was stored in a sandstone reservoir at a depth of 500 m
(pressure of 4 MPa and temperature of 25°C–45°C). After 7 months
of storage, 10%–20% of the gas volume was lost and the composition
of the gas changed, with the formation of methane and decreases in
hydrogen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. At Ketzin
(Germany), the Lower Jurassic sandstone reservoir (280 m deep;
salinity of 50 g/L) was used for town gas storage from the 1960s up to
2004. 61% of the volume of hydrogen was lost, corresponding to
8 million m3/year, and significant changes in the composition of the
stored town gas was observed, with the generation of hydrogen
sulfide, pressure losses and temperature changes (MARCOGAZ,
2017). The Beynes saline aquifer (France) was used from 1956 to
1972 as a storage of town gas containing 40%–60% of hydrogen
before its conversion to a storage of natural gas (Foh et al., 1979).
The operator describes a proven, but still limited reactivity of
hydrogen in the Beynes field (MARCOGAZ, 2017). Hydrogen
sulfide was produced by reduction of sulfates, present in the in-
situ brine, by hydrogen, leading to desulfurize the produced gas
which contained up to 40 ppm hydrogen sulfide (Foh et al., 1979).
Sulfate concentrations were also observed to decrease in the Beynes
aquifer, associated with this hydrogen sulfide production.
Interestingly, the microbial ecosystem was observed to change so
that methanogenic archea became dominant compared to sulfate-
reducing bacteria after the depletion of sulfate in the Beynes aquifer
(Ranchou-Peyruse et al., 2019).

The bibliography on storage sites of hydrogen in sandstone
reservoirs also includes the Underground Sun Storage, a pilot2

storage site of hydrogen (Austria) operated by RAG Austria AG
(RAG, 2017; Hassannayebi et al., 2019). In 2016, 115,000 m3 of gas
containing 10% H2 was injected into a sandstone formation at a
depth of 1,200 m for 3 months. Following this injection, about 18%
of hydrogen was not recovered, through diffusion, mixing,

dissolution and conversion. Methanogenic archaea and sulphate-
reducing bacteria were identified, but their effect seems limited with
only 3% of the hydrogen converted into methane. The Hychico
project (Argentina) of methanation in a sandstone reservoir at a
depth of 815 m in the Diadema field also reports a consumption of
hydrogen (Pérez et al., 2016).

2.2 Reductive effect of hydrogen in water

Dihydrogen (H2) is a gas with a high energy density per mass
(≈120 MJ/kg) but with a low density (0.081272 kg/m3 at 25°C and
1 bar). Compared to natural gas, a higher storage volume is required
for hydrogen to store the same amount of energy. Its storage
efficiency increases with depth due to an increase in the density
of hydrogen with pressure that is higher than the decrease in density
of hydrogen with temperature, within the range of pressure and
temperature of common storages.

In an UHS, hydrogen will mainly be stored as a gas phase
because its solubility in water is very low. Like other gases, the
solubility of hydrogen increases with increasing pressure and
temperature but decreases with increasing salinity (Chabab et al.,
2020). The solubility of hydrogen is much lower than the solubility
of carbon dioxide and in the range of the solubility of methane. At
1 bar and 25°C, the solubility of hydrogen is about half the solubility
of methane and 5 times lower than the solubility of carbon dioxide.
At higher pressure, the solubility of hydrogen becomes higher than
the solubility of methane. The solubility of hydrogen determines the
potential reactivity of hydrogen since the reactivity occurs in
solution between water and rock. The reactivity of gases with
rocks without the presence of water is negligible (Yekta et al., 2018).

Hydrogen can act as an electron donor for oxidized species
present in the pore water, possibly leading to a depletion of
hydrogen. In the subsurface, hydrogen can be oxidized by
various electron acceptors such as carbonates species, sulfates and
other sulfur species, nitrate and other oxidized forms of nitrogen,
ferric iron or oxygen. Meaning that, in aquifers and reservoirs that
could host an underground hydrogen storage, hydrogen is mainly
expected to induce redox reactions: ferri-reduction, sulfate
reduction, methanogenesis and acetogenesis (listed from
energetically more favorable to less favorable). The sulfate
reduction may lead to the formation of hydrogen sulfide
(souring) depending on the pH conditions, a toxic and corrosive
gas that requires gas treatment. Methane is formed during
methanogenesis and changes the gas mixture composition. An
overview of the main redox reactions consuming hydrogen in the
subsurface is shown in Table 1. These reactions are sorted depending
on their expected importance in an underground hydrogen storage
(Dopffel et al., 2021). The negative of the free energy of formation
ΔG0

f listed for each reaction is the energy released using 1 mol of H2

at standard conditions where all substances have activities or
fugacities of 1.

However, the redox reactions involving hydrogen are known to
be restricted, because of the high energy barrier necessary to break
the strong H-H bounds before the electron transfer can take place. In
the absence of catalysts such as microorganisms or possibly metal
and mineral surfaces, the extent of reactions induced by hydrogen
are assumed to be minor under the temperature conditions expected2 https://www.underground-sun-storage.at/en/.
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in an underground hydrogen storage. Indeed, the experiments
conducted by Truche et al. (2009) found a half-life of sulfate
undergoing sulfate reduction, in the absence of bacteria, of
210,000 years at 90°C. Similarly, the same range of half-life
(160,000 years) was measured under sterile conditions for
oxidized carbon during methanogenesis at 100°C (Seewald et al.,
2006).

2.3 Microbial catalysis of hydrogen
consumption

Therefore, to have any significance during storage operations,
the hydrogen consuming reactions such as sulfate-reduction,
methanogenesis and acetogenesis need to be catalyzed by
microbial activity. The microbial communities hosted in deep
aquifers and reservoirs are dominated by sulfate-reducing
bacteria, homoacetogenic bacteria, methanogenic bacteria and
archea (Ranchou-Peyruse et al., 2019; Ranchou-Peyruse et al.,
2021; Thaysen et al., 2021). Hydrogen is then necessary for the
functioning of these ecosystems which are already present in
reservoirs considered for UHS. The influence of microbial
activity on reactions using hydrogen as electron donor is proven
but its quantitative effect of this microbial activity on the reaction
rates is uncertain. Relatively few experimental measurements of
sulfate-reduction, methanogenesis or acetogenesis reaction rates are
available for hydrogen-rich conditions (Berta et al., 2018). In
addition, the upscaling of laboratory determined rates to storage
scale rates is also poorly constrained.

Part of the uncertainties on the methanogenesis, acetogenesis
and sulfate-reduction reaction rates could be related to the
environmental conditions that change microbial activity and,
then, hydrogen reactivity. Indeed, the growth and activity of each
type of bacteria is optimal under a restricted range of environmental
conditions, including temperature, pressure, salinity, pH and
availability of nutrients. Beyond the optimum conditions, the
microbial activity is reduced or inactive. Referring to the reviews
addressed by Hoehler et al. (2010), Katz (2011) and Thaysen et al.
(2021), it is possible to identify the optimum and limiting
environmental conditions for sulfate-reduction, acetogenesis and
methanogenesis in aquifers or reservoirs targeted for UHS.

Temperature and salinity are the parameters with first order
influence on the growth of sulfate-reducing, methanogenic and
acetogenic microorganisms. Most cultured strains may grow at
temperature up to 70°C, with optimum growth between 25 and
35C° for the most abundant mesophilic bacteria and between 50°C
and 70°C for thermophilic bacteria. A critical temperature of 72°C is
indicated for acetogens, 113°C for a sulfate-reducer strain and 122°C
for a methanogenic strain. High salinity implies an adaptation of
microorganisms. Most methanogens may grow at salinities up to
0.77 M NaCl and most sulfate-reducers and acetogens at between
0 and 0.4 M NaCl. Several strains can survive up to salinities of
4–5 M NaCl, but these extreme halophilic microorganisms are not
necessarily resistant to elevated temperatures. Beside salinity, the
modification of the activity of water because of changes in solution
composition is also proposed as a factor of influence on bacterial
activity. More commonly reported is a competition between
microbial processes because of the chemical conditions, with, for
example, an absence or a low concentration in sulfates favoring
methanogenesis. An evolution of the microbial population is
reported by Haddad et al. (2022) during a hydrothermal
experiment of hydrogen consumption that showed a successive
decrease and depletion of sulfates and carbonates. Methanogenic
bacteria were observed to develop when sulfate concentration was
lower than 0.08 mM. Bacterial growth is also sensitive to pH.
Optimum pH for most microorganisms is 6.5–7.5, with an
acceptable pH range of 4–9.5. Several sulfate-reducers and
acetogens can grow at pH values slightly higher than 10. Pressure
has less effect on microbial activity and increasing the pressure is
often associated with the simultaneous increase of temperature.
Although ceasing growth under aerobic conditions, methanogens
are reported to present some tolerance to oxygen. It is also worth
mentioning the importance of nutrient availability and the
complexity related to the presence of hotspots or heterogeneously
distributed reactions in pore networks or, at the reservoir scale, at
the gas/water interfaces.

2.4 Minerals reactive to hydrogen

The chemical equilibrium between the formation pore water, the
dissolved gases and the rock minerals is expected to be changed by

TABLE 1 Redox reactions involving oxidation of hydrogen relevant for underground hydrogen storage in sandstone reservoirs.

Process consuming H2 Reaction Free energy

ΔG0
f (kJ/mol H2)

Methanogenesis 1/4HCO−
3 +H2 + 1/4H+ →1/4CH4 + 3/4H2O −33.9

Acetogenesis 1/2HCO−
3 +H2 + 1/4H+ →1/4CH3COO− + 2H2O −26.1

Sulfate reduction 1/4 SO2−
4 +H2 + 1/4H+ → 1/4HS− +H2O −38.0

Iron-reduction 2FeOOH +H2 + 4H+ → 2Fe2+ + 4H2O −228.3

Denitrification 2/5NO−
3 +H2 + 2/5H+ → 1/5N2 + 11/5H2O −240.1

Sulfur reduction S +H2 → H2S −33.1

Aerobic H2 oxidation 1/2O2 +H2 → H2O −237.0
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TABLE 2 Review of studies on the reactivity of hydrogen with rocks under conditions relevant for underground hydrogen storage in sandstone reservoirs.

References Rock material Temp. Gas
composition

H2 part.
press.

Total
pressure

Water: Rock,
L/S ratio

Exp. dur. Mineralogical
changes

Changes in
solution

Changes in gas
composition

Yekta et al. (2018) Triassic sandstones
(Buntsandstein Fm,
Vosges, France) as
core or powder

100°C and
200°C

• pure H2 (dry) • 100 bar 100 bar • 0 (no water) 1.5, 3 or
6 months

Minor dissolution of
muscovite and hematite

no solution not reported

• 1 experiment with
wet H2 (H2O)

• 10–50 bar
(wet H2)

• 0.1 (with
wet H2)

Shi et al. (2020) Core plugs from
California Ulility NG
storage site

80°C 13% H2 + 87%
natural gas (96.4%
CH4, 3.39% C2H6 and
0.21% C3H8)

340 bar H2 26.2 MPa 0 (no water) 3 months • Complete dissolution of
gypsum (1%–2%) in
reservoir and caprock
samples (no changes in
pyrite)

no solution Increase of %H2 and
decrease of %CH4, due
to lower absorption
behavior of H2

compared to
hydrocarbons

• reservoir • Dissolution of
portlandite and
precipitation of calcite
in cement sample

• caprock • No changes in porosity

• cement • Increase of permeability
(pore structure
changed)

• wellhead polymeric
material

Flesch et al. (2018) Core plugs • 40°C
(Tertiary)

H2 + water • 10 MPa
(Tertiary)

core plugs
immerged in
solutions of
salinities

6 weeks • Changes observed in
sandstone samples, not
in siltstone

not reported not reported

• Tertiary siltstones
(Austria)

• 100°C
(Triassic)

• 10 MPa
(Triassic)

• 35 g/L
(Tertiary)

• Complete dissolution of
pore-filling cement
(Carbonate and
anhydrite)

• Triassic sandstones
rich in lithics
(Emsland, NW
Germany)

• 130°C
(Permian)

• 20 MPa
(Permian)

• 288 g/L
(Triassic)

• Porosity increase

• Permian
sandstones rich in
quartz (Altmark,
Germany)

• 350 g/L
(Permian)

(Continued on following page)
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the injection of large amounts of hydrogen. The dissolution of
hydrogen induces redox reactions in solution that form species
such as HS− or uses inorganic carbon that will impact the pH.
Mineral dissolution and precipitation reactions that can occur
because of hydrogen injection are driven both by redox and acid-
base reactions.

In the literature, only few studies report interaction experiments
between hydrogen and rocks in the context of underground hydrogen
storage in porous reservoirs (Flesch et al., 2018; Yekta et al., 2018; Shi
et al., 2020; Haddad et al., 2022; Hassanpouryouzband et al., 2022). A
review of these experiments, their conditions and main results is given
in Table 2. The observed changes in mineralogy are minor and consist
in the dissolution of minerals of high solubility, located in the natural
cementing minerals rather than in the rock matrix. These different
experimental studies converge on their conclusion of a lack of abiotic
reactivity or a very low reactivity of hydrogen with rock minerals.

The minerals potentially affected by redox reactions contain
oxidized species that are destabilized by the on-going reduction due
to hydrogen. This is the case of the Fe(III)-bearing minerals, such as
Fe(III) oxides and oxi-hydroxides or clay minerals and micas
containing Fe(III). A dissolution of hematite is suggested by
Yekta et al. (2018) in the modelling of their experiments of
interaction of hydrogen with a lithic-rich sandstone at 100 bar
and 100 or 200°C. The dissolution of hematite was a result of
their modelling when Fe(II) phases were considered as secondary
phases, but was not clearly observed during the laboratory
experiments. The reduction of Fe(III) contained in smectite, illite
and mica has been reported by several authors as a potential mineral
alteration induced by hydrogen (Libert et al., 2011; Hernsdorf et al.,
2017; Heinemann et al., 2021; Thaysen et al., 2021). The evidence is
provided by Esnault et al. (2010) that showed that, whether
hydrogen was consumed or not in Fe(III)-smectite suspensions in
laboratory experiments at 40°C and a partial pressure of H2 of
0.6 bar, depended on the presence or absence of iron-reducing
bacteria.

The reduction of pyrite to pyrrhotite is a reaction involving
hydrogen that may be significant at low or mid-hydrothermal
temperatures (Bourgeois et al., 1979; Truche et al., 2010; Truche
et al., 2013). The formation of pyrite from pyrrhotite corresponds to
a coupled dissolution-precipitation reaction at the pyrite surface
(Truche et al., 2010) and writes:

FeS2 + 1 − x( )H2 → FeS 1+x( ) + 1 − x( )H2S, where 0< x< 0.125

The hydrogen sulfide formed during the pyrite to pyrrhotite
reaction will modify the redox potential and the pH of the formation
water potentially destabilizing other minerals. Truche et al. (2010)
observed that under pH conditions buffered by calcite, the kinetics
of the pyrite to pyrrhotite reduction increased with temperature
(from 90°C to 180°C), partial pressure of H2 (8–18 bar), mineral
surface area and the water/solid ratio but decreased with the increase
of hydrogen sulfide concentration. These authors established a
kinetic rate law dependent on time, H2 partial pressure and
temperature.

Carbonates and sulfate minerals can dissolve as a result of the
removal of sulfate and the formation of acids such as H2S and HS−

resulting in the displacement of chemical equilibria. In general,
calcite and other carbonates may dissolve when the equilibrium of
the carbonate system is changed. This can be due to variations in theTA
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partial pressure of carbon dioxide, e.g., due to consumption in the
formation of methane, acetate, or variations in pH, temperature or
calcium concentrations. In potential hydrogen storage reservoirs,
calcite, anhydrite and gypsum are the minerals that can be dissolved
due to methanogenesis and sulfate reduction (Flesch et al., 2018; Shi
et al., 2020).

Well cements may also be subject to mineralogical changes due
to the injection of hydrogen into a reservoir (Shi et al., 2020). In the
presence of hydrogen sulfide, a more marked reactivity, related to
acidic conditions, was observed resulting in degradation of cement
minerals (portlandite, CSH.) and calcite precipitation (Jacquemet
et al., 2012; Kiran et al., 2017). However, preliminary modeling
results suggest that cement degradation is only expected to change
slightly due to storage of a mixture of hydrogen and natural gas (Le
Gallo et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2022).

3 Establishment of a geochemical
model to evaluate hydrogen reactivity

3.1 Calculation code, thermodynamic
database and kinetic rates

The modelling tool used is the widely used PHREEQC 3.0
(Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) which include the relevant processes
and their kinetics. The database used is a modified version of the
phreeqc.dat database included in the installation. The phreeqc.dat
database includes data to allow solubility computation of gases at
high pressure with the Peng-Robinson equation of state. As
considered in PHREEQC, without a calibration of binary interaction
coefficients, hydrogen solubility in water can be slightly underestimated
at increasing pressure (see Supplementary Material). Also, specific
volumes of aqueous species are calculated as a function of the
dielectric properties of water and the ionic strength of the solution,
which allows calculation of pressure effects on chemical reactions and
on solution density, potentially significant at the high pressures relevant
for hydrogen storage.

The kinetic rate expressions for mineral dissolutions and
precipitations are taken from the database of kinetic rates
established by Marty et al. (2015).

3.2 Modeling approaches to simulate
hydrogen induced redox reactions in
solution

The preceding review of hydrogen reactivity in UHS showed that
the main and limiting reaction is the oxidation of hydrogen. Hence, the
aqueous redox reactions of methanogenesis, sulfate-reduction and
acetogenesis need to be correctly modeled. The occurrence of these
reactions is not captured by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium but
requires a description of the kinetic control. To explore the simulation
of hydrogen reactivity, four different approaches of considering the
aqueous redox reaction are implemented.

3.2.1 Model A: Redox reactions at equilibrium
In its simplest form, water/rock interaction models usually

consider the aqueous speciation reactions, including the

oxidation and reduction reactions, occur so that thermodynamic
equilibrium is obtained. As a first approach in the simulations
evaluating hydrogen reactions, no constraints are considered on
redox reactions so that they may occur to obtain thermodynamic
equilibrium. Note that mineral dissolution and precipitation
reactions are controlled by kinetics.

3.2.2 Model B: Abiotic reactions, without reactivity
of hydrogen

As highlighted by the literature review, if the redox reactions
involving hydrogen are not catalyzed by bacterial activity, these
reactions are almost negligible at the time scale of gas storage
operations. Therefore, assuming abiotic conditions, it is
reasonable to consider hydrogen as being non-reactive. Using
PHREEQC, it is possible to have two separate, decoupled
versions of hydrogen. The first type of hydrogen is the classical
hydrogen system, involved in the water dissociation, pH and many
chemical reactions. The second type of hydrogen is a chemically
inert hydrogen that is only involved in gas-liquid dissolution
equilibrium. In the phreeqc. dat thermodynamic database, the
decoupled unreactive type of hydrogen is called “Hdg”.

3.2.3 Model C: Redox reactions controlled by
kinetics and threshold energy thermodynamic
constraints

Threshold energy models simulate the effect of bacterial activity on
the redox reactions considering that thermodynamics and microbial
kinetics are coupled near thermodynamic equilibrium (Jakobsen, 2007;
Heimann et al., 2010; Bethke et al., 2011). Microbial activity induces an
energy threshold on the reduction reaction consuming hydrogen, which
correspond to differences in the hydrogen concentrations predicted by
thermodynamics and the H2 concentrations necessary for the reaction
to actually occur. This energy threshold corresponds to the production
of biomolecules, heat and metabolic byproducts. For acetogenesis,
methanogenesis and sulfate reduction, the energy thresholds range
from −20 to −28 kJ/mol, −9 to −50 kJ/mol and −16 to −49 kJ/mol,
respectively, according to Hoehler et al. (1998), when the reaction is
written so that 1 mol of H2 reacts. Similar energy thresholds were
obtained in a thermodynamicmodel ofmicrobial community dynamics
(Delattre et al., 2020).

In the threshold energy model used in this work, the kinetics of the
redox reaction process is coupled to thermodynamic constraints. A 0-
order kinetic law is considered, using reaction rates determined by Berta
et al. (2018) or fitted to Lobodice gas composition evolution (Table 3).
The metabolic energy thresholds for each terminal electron accepting
process are considered by calculating effective equilibrium constants,
adding the energy threshold to the Gibbs free energy of the reaction
(Jakobsen, 2007). To simulate a kinetic control on the reactions of
sulfate-reduction, methanogenesis and acetogenesis using PHREEQC,
it is necessary to use a thermodynamic database where oxidized S (+VI)
and reduced S (-II) sulphur as well as CH4, CO2 and acetate are
uncoupled so that the transformations are controlled by kinetics. The
phreeqc. dat, thermodynamic database was adapted for this context.
Only the formation of methane from hydrogen and carbon dioxide was
included in the model, but not from hydrogen and carbon monoxide.

The study of Berta et al. (2018) reports kinetics for the consumption
of hydrogen by the acetogenesis and sulphate-reduction reactions
measured in the laboratory under conditions corresponding to UHS.
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Methanogenesis was not observed in this study. Under conditions
where the H2 partial pressure is high (2–15 bar) and much higher than
the natural H2 content in a reservoir, the kinetics of hydrogen
consumption turn out to be similar, regardless of the H2 partial
pressure or salinity of the solution. Although probably catalyzed by
bacterial activity, the kinetics of consumption of hydrogen does not
depend on bacterial dynamics in these experiments. These results can be
simulated using a 0-order kinetic law, where only the reaction rate is
considered, without any specific dependence on substrate
concentrations, as long as the Gibbs thermodynamic energy
available is above the threshold.

3.2.4 Model D: Redox reactions controlled by a
microbial kinetic model

The fourth way of simulating aqueous redox reactions applied in
this study is by considering a microbial kinetic control. A Monod-
type rate equation, including cell concentration and a
thermodynamic potential factor (Jin and Bethke, 2005) was used.
The rate, Eq. 1, is defined as follows:

rate � k max.B.
mA

KA
1/2 +mA

.
mD

KD
1/2 +mD

.

1 − exp −ΔGr − ΔGcrit

χR( ),ΔGr ≤ΔGcrit

0, ΔGr ≥ΔGcrit

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ (1)

where, rate is the reaction rate (mol/L/s), kmax is the maximal rate
(mol/molC/s, expressed per mol of Carbon in bacteria molC), B is the

concentration of bacteria (molC/L), m
A and mD are the concentrations

of the electron acceptor and electron donor limiting substrates, KA
1/2

andKD
1/2 are the half-saturation constants for the electron acceptor and

electron donor substrates,ΔGr is the Gibbs free energy of the reaction (J/
mol/K), ΔGcrit is the critical energy used for ATP synthesis during the
reaction (J/mol/K), χ is a stoichiometric number, R is the gas constant
(8.314 J/mol/K) and T is the temperature (K).

In the Monod equation, Eq. 1, the reaction rate depends on the
maximal rate and on the concentration of the reactants giving and
accepting electrons and the half-saturation constants. The cell
concentration is considered constant for the sake of simplicity,
implying that the microbial ecosystem is already present at optimum
concentration in the storage. The thermodynamic potential factor
consists in an energetic drive of the process, where a critical energy
yields is subtracted from the Gibbs free energy of the reaction. The main
difference when comparing to the approach of Model C, described in
Section 3.2.3 is that the rates specifically depend on the concentrations of
the reactants. The reaction rates determined from laboratory
experiments by (Smigan et al., 1990) and the rates fitted on Lobodice
gas composition evolution used in the simulations are reported in
Table 3.

3.3 Simulation scenario at Lobodice gas
storage

The models of hydrogen reactions are applied to the case of
Lobodice town gas storage, where conversion of hydrogen and

TABLE 3 Kinetic rates used for sulfate-reduction reaction, acetogenesis andmethanogenesis in the different PHREEQC simulations. In Model D, a constant bacteria
concentration of 104 cells/mL was considered, corresponding to 10−7 molC/L assuming 1 cell contains 10−14 mol of Carbon.

Model C with constant kinetic rate and threshold
thermodynamic constrain

Rate determined in laboratory experiments Rate fitted on field
monitoring

k Threshold energy
value

k Threshold energy
value

(mol/L/s) (kJ/mol) (mol/
L/s)

(kJ/mol)

Sulfate-reduction reaction 4.27E-08 (Berta et al., 2018) −40 1.00E-09 −40

Acetogenesis 8.65E-08 (Berta et al., 2018) −25 5.00E-10 −25

Methanogenesis 2.88E-08 (assumed 1/3 of
acetogenesis rate; Conrad,1999)

−20 7.00E-09 −20

Model D with microbial
kinetic rate

Rate determined in laboratory experiments Rate fitted on field monitoring

k max KH2 1/2 KA
1/2 Energy needed for

ATP synthesis
k max KH2 1/2 KA

1/2 Energy needed for
ATP synthesis

(mol/
molC/s)

(kJ/mol) (mol/
molC/s)

(kJ/mol)

Sulfate-reduction reaction 4 1.50E-
04

1.50E-
04

−40 1.99E-03 1.50E-
04

1.50E-
04

−40

Acetogenesis 4 1.50E-
04

1.50E-
04

−25 2.36E-04 1.50E-
04

1.50E-
04

−25

Methanogenesis 4 1.50E-
04

1.50E-
04

−20 7.96E-02 1.50E-
04

1.50E-
04

−20
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carbon dioxide to methane was documented (Smigan et al., 1990;
Buzek et al., 1994). The Lobodice reservoir is hosted in sediments of
lower Badenian age (16.3–12.8 Ma B.P.) in the Carpathian Foredeep
(Eastern part of The Czech Republic). The reservoir consists of water
saturated strata in an anticline structure and is made of gravels and
sandstones. It has a thickness of about 18 m and is overlain by about
300 m of a caprock formed by impermeable clay rocks and clayey
sands. The reservoir was used as a town gas storage from 1965 to
1991 and has been used for natural gas storage since 1991. The
temperature varies between 25°C and 45°C and the exploitation
pressure was between 4.5 and 5.9 MPa. Before its conversion to a
natural gas storage, the evolution of the town gas composition was
monitored in the Lobodice reservoir (Smigan et al., 1990; Buzek
et al., 1994). During 7 months of storage, 10%–20% of the gas
volume was lost and the composition of the gas changed, with an
increase in methane and decreases in hydrogen, carbon dioxide and
carbon monoxide. The stored gas initially composed of 54%H2, 22%
CH4, 12% CO2, 9% CO and 2.5% N2 evolved after being stored
during 7 months to 40% CH4, 37% H2, 9% CO2, 9% N2 and 3% CO.
The formation of methane observed at Lobodice was accompanied
by growth of methanogens and a development in the isotopic
signature of methane typical for microbially generated methane.
Buzek et al. (1994) showed that some hydrogen losses are also linked
to cap-rock heterogeneities and its tightness to hydrogen.

Themineral composition (Table 4) and the pore water composition
used in the model were taken from Labus et al. (2016). These mineral
and water composition data correspond to another reservoir of
Badenian age in the Carpathian foredeep, deeper than the Lobodice
reservoir, but they are used in the absence of site-specific data. A
temperature of 35°C and a pressure of 50 bar are considered in the
model. As an initial calculation, equilibrium is established between the
initial gas phase at Lobodice and the chosen reservoir pore water
(Table 4). Mineral dissolutions and precipitations are controlled by
kinetics according to Marty et al. (2015).

4 Simulation results of hydrogen
reactivity at Lobodice gas storage

4.1 Gas composition evolution

Since the gas evolution (injected and produced) is the
information available from Lobodice gas storage, the presentation
of simulation results is primarily focused on the evolution of the gas
composition. Comparison between the different model results and
field data for hydrogen, methane and carbon dioxide contents and
the evolution of the relative gas volume is shown in Figure 1.

Using Model A, the reactive model considering redox reactions at
thermodynamic equilibrium (Figure 1A), the gas composition evolves
to its final composition during the first time-step, corresponding to a
total consumption of hydrogen. The content ofmethane reaches 70% in
this simulation, compared to 40% of methane at the end of the seasonal
storage at Lobodice. The carbon dioxide content decreases to 5.9% in
this simulation, while 8.8% was measured. This simulation leads to a
decrease to less than the half of the gas volume (46%) (Figure 1D). Using
the dissolved sulfate ions in solution, about 0.01% of hydrogen sulfide is
forecasted when redox reactions occurs at thermodynamic equilibrium.
The hydrogen sulfide content is then calculated to increase at about

1.25% after 7 months of storage, because of the progressive dissolution
of gypsum, controlled by kinetics, reacting with the formed methane.
No data on hydrogen sulfide is available at Lobodice (Smigan et al.,
1990; Buzek et al., 1994).

The assumption made in the abiotic model (model B) is that
redox reactions involving hydrogen are not catalyzed by microbial

TABLE 4 Model input parameters for application at Lobodice gas storage.

Mineral unit

Quartz 60.93 weight %

Albite (low) 3.58 weight %

Microcline 2.32 weight %

Muscovite (disordered) 2.03 weight %

Clinochlore 1.34 weight %

Dolomite 16.06 weight %

Calcite 13.55 weight %

Gypsum 0.20 weight %

Solution unit

pH 5.68

pe −6.43

T 35.00 °C

Al 3.77E-07 mol/L

C (+IV) 1.88E-01 mol/L

Ca 1.34E-02 mol/L

Cl 2.44E-01 mol/L

Fe(II) 2.18E-05 mol/L

K 2.60E-07 mol/L

C (-IV) 1.31E-02 mol/L

Mg 8.57E-03 mol/L

N 6.27E-03 mol/L

Na 2.56E-01 mol/L

Si 2.61E-04 mol/L

S (+VI) 6.18E-04 mol/L

Gas unit

H2 53.91 volume %

CH4 21.90 volume %

CO2 12.21 volume %

N2 11.98 volume %

H2S 0.00 volume %

H2O 0.00 volume %
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activity implying that hydrogen is inert. Accordingly, gas evolution
simulated with the abiotic model shows no changes, with the
hydrogen, methane and carbon dioxide contents remaining at
their initial value (Figure 1A). This scenario is presumably only
relevant for environments that are very hostile to microorganisms.
This non-reactive hydrogen (model B) and the complete
thermodynamic equilibrium (model A) simulations can be
considered two extreme end-members, but do not fit the
measured data.

The application of Model C, the kinetic model for the redox
reactions implying threshold limits, consists in 2 different simulations
(Figure 1B): one using the kinetic reaction rates determined in the
Berta et al. (2018) experiments and the other using a rate fitted on
Lobodice gas composition evolution. Using the experimental rates,
dihydrogen is simulated to be entirely consumed in a little less than
1 month. The methane content is about 65% and carbon dioxide 2%
of the reservoir gas when hydrogen is totally consumed. More carbon
dioxide is consumed and less methane is produced in this simulation
compared to the model with redox reactions at thermodynamic
equilibrium because of the production of acetate which is now

considered. The kinetic model (C) can reproduce the gas
composition evolution at Lobodice by dividing the rate of
methanogenesis by about 4, the rate of sulfate-reduction by about
40 and the rate of acetogenesis by about 150–200. With these kinetic
rates, the simulated gas composition evolution after 7 months of
interaction corresponds to the produced gas composition at Lobodice.
A hydrogen sulfide content of 0.4% is also simulated. However, the
simulated decrease of the gas volume (a little more than 30% after
7 months) is higher than the observed changes in the reservoir (10%–
20% of volume loss) (Figure 1D). In this application of the kinetic
model on methanogenesis, sulfate-reduction and acetogenesis, the
reactions are taking place far from thermodynamic equilibrium,
because of the high content in hydrogen, and the threshold limits
have little influence on the reactions.

Model D, including microbial kinetic reactant constraints and
thermodynamic limitations on the rates of methanogenesis, sulfate-
reduction and acetogenesis is applied to Lobodice gas storage using
the rate of methanogenesis measured on laboratory experiments by
Smigan et al. (1990) and rates fitted to the gas composition evolution in
the reservoir. The experiments reported by Smigan et al. (1990) consist in

FIGURE 1
Gas composition evolution (A–C) and variation of gas volume (D) simulated and observed at Lobodice gas storage. Simulations made using the
reactivity model for hydrogen assuming: (A) thermodynamic equilibrium for redox reactions (Model A), and assuming abiotic conditions (Model B); (B) a
0-order kinetic rate model with thermodynamic threshold limits (Model C); and (C) considering a kinetic model depending on substrate concentrations
and thermodynamic energy yield and concentration of bacteria (Model D).
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monitoring the production of methane in a Hungate tube at 37°C and
1.5 bar containingH2 andCO2 gas (proportion 80:20), starting frompore
water which naturally containsmethanogenic bacteria (104 cells/mL) and
rock powder from Lobodice reservoir. The experiments are reproduced
using the microbial kinetic model by fitting the rate of methanogenesis
and the HCO3

− and H2 half-saturation constants involved in the kinetic
equation (Figure 2). These parameters determined on laboratory
experiments on Lobodice water and rock were then used for the
simulations at the gas storage scale. The simulation using the
microbial kinetic model and the laboratory determined rates
(Figure 1C) predicts a fast hydrogen consumption, that totally
disappears in about 4 days. Together with hydrogen consumption,
methane content increases to about 65% and carbon dioxide content
decreases to about 2%. The evolution of the gas composition in the
Lobodice gas storage can be reproduced using the microbial kinetic
model and net rates divided by 50 for methanogenesis, by 2000 for
sulfate-reduction and by 15,000–20,000 for acetogenesis. Since the
resulting rate is derived from the product kmax and B (Eq. 1) it could
also be that not kmax, but the concentration of bacteria is lower–or both.
After 7 months of storage, a hydrogen sulfide content of 0.07% is
simulated. The simulated volume variation of 30% is slightly higher than
the observed volume loss (Figure 1D). The rate of methanogenesis is the
fitting parameter of first order, while the rate of acetogenesis needs to be
lowered to match the evolution of the H2/CH4 ratio. The coefficients
multiplying the maximal reaction rate and the bacteria concentration
remain at a value of 1, because the reactants remain in excess.

4.2 Mineralogy evolution

The reservoir rock at Lobodice is a sandstone with about 60%quartz,
30% carbonate minerals (dolomite and calcite) and 10% aluminosilicate
minerals (feldspars and micas). The mineralogical analysis available for
the reservoir (Labus et al., 2016) also reports 0.2% of gypsum. Such a low
content of gypsum in a sandstone suggests gypsum could have been
formed from the porewater ions during the drying of the rock sample.
However, gypsum is considered in the mineralogical assemblage of our
simulations since it is not possible to discard its presence based on the
available information.

The simulated mineral evolution is similar regardless of the
models used to represent the redox reactions. No significant changes
in mineral content are simulated (Figure 3). The main mineral
reaction is a progressive dissolution of gypsum (0.1% in 7 months).
Carbonate minerals obviously participate in the pH buffering and
the presence of two carbonate minerals in the simulation leads to a
minor conversion of dolomite to calcite. Quartz and aluminosilicate
minerals remain stable during the duration of the simulation.

4.3 pH evolution

pH values obtained using the different models range between
5.6 and 6 (Figure 4). It reflects that the pH initial value and evolution
is mainly buffered by the carbonate system equilibrium, including
the CO2 partial pressure and the carbonate minerals. The expected
increase of pH because of the hydrogen consumption reactions is
reflected by the initial pH increase from 5.7 to 6 simulated using the
model with redox reactions at equilibrium (Model A). In this same

model, pH then slightly decreases because of hydrogen sulfide
production, from sulfate derived from kinetically controlled
gypsum dissolution. In the models with a kinetic control of
redox reactions (Models C and D), pH decreases during the first
2 months of the simulation and then increases. This pH decrease is
due to gypsum dissolution which occurs at a higher rate in the first
part of the simulation. Then, pH increases because of hydrogen
consumption. Without gypsum in the simulation, pH only increases
and tends towards a value of 6. In the abiotic Model B, considering
inert H2, pH remains stable as it is not influenced by hydrogen
consumption and hydrogen sulfide production.

5 Discussion

5.1 Expected hydrogen reactivity

The bibliography review on expected reactivity of hydrogen in
underground storage conditions and the models established here
from this review help in evaluating the likely reactivity of
hydrogen in Lobodice town gas reservoir. A very small reactivity
of hydrogen is expected under abiotic conditions, confirming
experiments of sulfate-reduction with H2 by Truche et al. (2009)
or sterile interaction experiments between hydrogen, formation water
and/or rock samples under storage (Yekta et al., 2018; Haddad et al.,
2022; Hassanpouryouzband et al., 2022). When the redox reactions
using hydrogen as electron donor for sulfate-reduction,
methanogenesis and acetogenesis are catalyzed by microbes, a
conversion of hydrogen to methane can be observed and
simulated. Large quantities of hydrogen can be consumed by this
methanogenesis reaction and it can result in non-negligible losses of
hydrogen (Smigan et al., 1990). In addition to the crucial role of
bacteria, methanogenesis also occurred at Lobodice town gas storage
because of the presence of carbon dioxide and carbonmonoxide in the
stored gas. In absence of carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide, i.e., if

FIGURE 2
Simulation using the microbial kinetic model (Model D) on the
experiment by Smigan et al. (1990) of methane production (squares)
from hydrogen and carbon dioxide in presence of Lobodice rock and
formation water containing bacteria (37°C, 1.5 bar).
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pure hydrogen was stored, the methane formation rate would
presumably be lowered when the dissolved carbonates had been
used. The rate of methanogenesis would be limited by the rate of
carbonate dissolution, which would presumably decrease as the Ca
concentration and pH increased. Sulfate-reduction and formation of
hydrogen sulfide appear to be less important than methanogenesis at
Lobodice, mainly because of the small quantity of sulfate available for
hydrogen consumption. Therefore, the production of hydrogen
sulfide is not able to induce significant losses of hydrogen, but this
“souring” may imply a need for anticorrosion treatments for the
surface equipment or gas treatment after its seasonal storage. Iron-
reduction was identified in the literature as a potential mechanism
using hydrogen but, in absence of Fe-bearing minerals in Lobodice
reservoir, its effect was not evaluated. With the exception of some
geological formations, Fe(III) contents are low in most reservoirs and
iron-reduction is not expected to lead to significant H2 consumption.
Negligible amounts of minerals are simulated to precipitate or
dissolve during the seasonal gas storage and therefore no impacts
on general mineralogy nor on reservoir hydro-mechanical properties
are expected if these minor amounts of dissolution and precipitation
are extrapolated for longer time periods.

5.2 The adequate way to simulate hydrogen
reactivity

The calculations made to evaluate the reactivity of hydrogen in
an underground gas storage and their application to Lobodice gas
storage highlight the importance of considering a proper model to
simulate the aqueous redox reactions involving hydrogen. Using a
calibrated kinetic model for methanogenesis, sulfate-reduction and
acetogenesis is fundamental to properly simulate the reactivity of

hydrogen. We have seen that a model considering a thermodynamic
control of these redox reactions highly exaggerates the reactivity of
hydrogen, compared to the evolution in gas composition observed in
the Lobodice case study. In an entirely abiotic situation, where the
redox reactions are not catalyzed, considering an inert hydrogen
leads to a complete absence of reactivity, which is also not expected.
To reproduce the gas composition evolution observed at Lobodice,
including the conversion of hydrogen and carbon dioxide to
methane, it is necessary to consider the catalytic effect of
microbial activity using a kinetic model for the aqueous redox
reactions. Two kinetic models were used for this purpose: one
that does not consider the bacteria explicitly but a constant 0-
order reaction rate coupled with thermodynamic constraints (Model
C) and a second model that introduces a dependency on the
available energy as well as microbial effects of substrate levels
(Model D). These two kinetic models can only reproduce the gas
composition evolution at Lobodice after calibration to match the
observations. Indeed, using kinetic rates for sulfate-reduction (Berta
et al., 2018) or methanogenesis (Smigan et al., 1990) determined in
laboratory experiments in hydrogen rich environments, the
simulated hydrogen consumption is too fast compared to the
reservoir data. To reproduce the gas composition evolution at
Lobodice, it has been necessary to divide the laboratory rate of
methanogenesis by 4–50, depending on the initial lab derived rate.
Sulfate-reduction and acetogenesis appear to be secondary processes
at Lobodice, as it was necessary to limit their rates far more than the
rates of methanogenesis to achieve the simulation of the observed
evolution of hydrogen, methane and carbon dioxide. This
discrepancy, between kinetic rates of redox reactions determined
in laboratory experiments and the rates fitted in order to simulate
field observations (Jin et al., 2013; Thullner and Regnier, 2019) is
explained by several factors; i) the fact that substrate enriched
culture media are used in laboratory reactors, ii) differences in

FIGURE 3
Mineral evolution simulated for the Lobodice reservoir during the
seasonal storage of town gas.

FIGURE 4
Simulated pH evolution during the seasonal storage of town gas
at Lobodice, using the different models for describing redox reactions
with the oxidation of hydrogen.
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accessibility for microbes of water and reactants between a lab
solution or suspension and an unsaturated porous media, and iii)
differences in general physio-chemical conditions or iv) because of
competition between processes and other microbes. These
differences lead to differences in the activity of microbial
communities, resulting in differences in the progress of terminal
electron acceptor processes. Another point to mention regarding the
models established for Lobodice is that they are all batch models
applied to a reservoir that in reality is affected by gas and fluid
dynamics. The simulation of the gas composition evolution gives
acceptable results, most likely because the reservoir of Lobodice was
already in operation for decades at the time of the gas sampling
reported by Smigan et al. (1990), implying low levels of gas losses
due to transport and other physical processes (Buzek et al., 1994).

The limitations of the thermodynamic models for redox
reactions involving hydrogen have already been addressed (Lassin
et al., 2011) and our calculations applied at Lobodice reservoir
demonstrate that this modeling approach is inappropriate for
simulating hydrogen reactions in UHS. When redox reactions are
considered at thermodynamic equilibrium, reactivity is exaggerated,
and some studies inappropriately reach conclusions of catastrophic
effects of hydrogen storage in reservoirs, such as the dissolution of
the reservoir carbonate cements leading to mechanical failure.

Only few studies have simulated the reactivity of hydrogen in
UHS in porous media by considering the microbial catalysis and
limitation of the redox reactions using hydrogen as electron donor
through a kinetic control on these reactions (Hagemann et al., 2016;
Hemme and Van Berk, 2018; Hassannayebi et al., 2019; Veshareh
et al., 2022). Hagemann et al. (2016) simulated the storage of
hydrogen in a fictive depleted reservoir that contains residual
methane and carbon dioxide by considering biochemical
reactions and hydrodynamics. Methanogenesis was simulated
using a Monod-type microbial growth model and the associated
consumption of hydrogen resulted in a slowing down the spreading
of injected hydrogen in the reservoir. Hemme and Van Berk (2018)
simulated the kinetic bacterial conversion of hydrogen to methane
and hydrogen sulfide using a Monod-type equation in a gas/water/
rock one-dimensional reactive mass transport model including a
reservoir and a caprock domain. Sulfate-reduction was simulated to
occur before and faster than methanogenesis, presumably because
the high excess level of hydrogen, which removes the competitive
advantage of sulfate reducers is not taken into account by the model.
Despite uncertainties on the kinetic reaction rates, methanogenesis
and hydrogen sulfide production were mainly limited by the
availability of carbon dioxide and sulfates, respectively. Only
small mineral changes were simulated, including anhydrite and
calcite dissolutions. Hassannayebi et al. (2019) used batch
simulations to simulate the reactivity of hydrogen in a reservoir
corresponding to the formation hosting the injection of the
Underground Sun Storage project in Austria. They considered a
kinetic limitation on the rate of hydrogen dissolution in water rather
than on the aqueous redox reactions. Focus was on sulfate reduction
and pyrite to pyrrhotite reduction, as the reaction of methanogenesis
and acetogenesis were decoupled in the thermodynamic database
and, therefore not occurring. This study suggested that the reactions of
hydrogen with minerals can only be relevant over time scales longer
than the storage operations and that their estimation is strongly related
to the uncertainty on the kinetic rates. Simulations by Veshareh et al.

(2022) were dedicated to the evaluation of hydrogen reactivity if stored
in Danish North Sea chalk reservoirs. Methanogenesis, sulfate-
reduction and acetogenesis reactions were both controlled by
kinetics, using a Monod-type equation. Their simulations indicate
that methanogenesis is the main mechanism able to consume
hydrogen, but it is difficult to conclude on the extent of this
consumption because of the range of uncertainty on the
methanogenesis kinetic rate. Formation of hydrogen sulfide
appeared to be secondary in these simulations, with a small effect
on hydrogen loss, but hydrogen sulfide could still reach concentrations
implying corrosion or safety concerns. Under abiotic conditions, calcite
dissolution was discarded. When triggered by methanogenesis and
acetogenesis, small amounts of calcite were simulated to dissolve.

Hence, the results of these modeling studies on hydrogen storage
in depleted reservoirs (Hagemann et al., 2016; Hemme and Van
Berk, 2018; Hassannayebi et al., 2019; Veshareh et al., 2022)
considering microbial kinetic control on the redox reactions
using hydrogen as electron donor are in line with the results of
our simulations applied to the gas composition evolution at
Lobodice town gas storage. Namely, hydrogen can be reactive
when catalyzed by microbial activity, leading to the formation of
methane and hydrogen sulfide. Because of the reaction rates and of
the availability of gaseous carbon dioxide, dissolved bicarbonates
and dissolved and mineral sulfates, methanogenesis can lead to
important losses of stored hydrogen. The formation of hydrogen
sulfide appears to be small and is essentially an operational and
safety concern. Only very small mineral changes are expected during
hydrogen storage, both in sandstone reservoirs, according to this
study, and carbonate reservoirs, according to Veshareh et al. (2022).

5.3 Uncertainties in the prediction of
hydrogen consumption

The main limitation of these simulations and predictions is the
uncertainty on the rates of methanogenesis, acetogenesis and sulfate-
reduction reactions in hydrogen rich environments since relatively few
experimental data are available and none of these realistically reproduce
the unsaturated conditions in a porous medium partially filled with gas.
Related to this uncertainty, is the scale effect between rates determined
in laboratory experiments and the rates to consider in a reservoir where
effects of localized biofilms, localized mineral domains, heterogeneous
water availability and limitations in transport must also play a role. The
competition between redox processes, with different limitations of
which some are coupled to the transport and availability of the
involved substrates is also a source of uncertainty. In Section 2.3, it
was noted that environmental factors such as temperature, pressure,
salinity, pH and nutrients availability can significantly influence
microbial activity. As a result, accurately quantifying hydrogen
reactivity can be challenging due to the potential uncertainty
introduced by these changing environmental conditions.

The summary of the many environmental factors that influence
microbial activity illustrate that under reservoir temperature, salinity
or composition conditions, the reactions using hydrogen as an
electron donor may be very efficient or almost absent. For the
gas storage of Lobodice, the high consumption of hydrogen and
production of methane can be related to what is probably an optimal
temperature between 25°C and 40°C and to the low pressure and
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salinity, including low sulfate content, in the reservoir. The adequacy
of the Lobodice reservoir conditions and optimum conditions for
microbial growth was already pointed out by Thaysen et al. (2021).
Before envisaging a geochemical model of hydrogen reactivity
accounting for the effects of the environmental conditions on the
rates of sulfate-reduction, acetogenesis and methanogenesis
reactions, it remains necessary to better understand and calibrate
these effects. After that, it will also be necessary to put these
processes and limitations in coherence to obtain a model
sufficiently descriptive but simple enough to be implemented in
reactive transport applications.

6 Conclusion

This study was devoted to the evaluation and the numerical
simulation of hydrogen reactivity during underground hydrogen
storage (UHS) in porous media such as saline aquifers or depleted
reservoirs. Our conclusions can be summarized as follows:

• In abiotic conditions, negligible reactivity of hydrogen is
predicted in the case of UHS.

• Hydrogen can be consumed in UHS when catalyzed by microbial
activity by methanogenesis, sulfate-reduction and acetogenesis
reactions. Under unfavorable conditions (microbially favorable),
reactions induced by hydrogenwill affect the gas composition and/
or dissolved species but the effects on mineral dissolution and
precipitation appear as minor.

• Methanogenesis can lead to losses in hydrogen when carbon
dioxide, dissolved carbonates or carbonate minerals are
available.

• Sulfate-reduction has few impacts on the hydrogen content
but can lead to hydrogen sulfide production and associated
corrosion issues, more so if sulfate minerals are present.

• Our study highlights the importance of considering the effect
of microbial kinetics on the aqueous redox reactions using
hydrogen as electron donor to properly simulate hydrogen
reactivity. Different ways of considering methanogenesis,
sulfate-reduction and acetogenesis were investigated
through different reactive models and showed that a
reasonable level of hydrogen reactivity could only be
captured when kinetics controlled these reactions.

• There is a need of calibration of the kinetic rates and of the
upscaling of the aqueous laboratory based redox reaction rates
to the reservoir scale.

• Observational data from other hydrogen storage operations is
necessary for better constraining the reactivity of hydrogen in
UHS and how it relates to the environmental conditions.

The models of hydrogen reactivity were applied to Lobodice
town gas storage that contained hydrogen but also large amount of
carbon dioxide and carbonmonoxide. In a storage of pure hydrogen,
without carbon reactants for methanogenesis, a lower reactivity is
expected. It needs to be confirmed by devoted simulations
considering pure hydrogen. A next step could be the adaptation
of the reactive model to a reactive transport model or reservoir
model to more fully account for the hydrogen behavior and fate in
reservoirs.
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